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01
INTRODUCTION
 This report forms part of the planning application 

for a new proposed development known as 
Calthorpe Street, Banbury.

 PB Imaging were commissioned in July 2021 by 
Corstorphine & Wright to produce dimensionally 
accurate photomontage images of the proposals.

 Photographs of the existing views are overlaid 
with rendered representations of the proposed 
development. All design information has been 
supplied by Corstorphine & Wright Architects, 
images should be read in conjunction with the 
architectural drawings.

Visualisation Consultant: Peter Bailey, PB Imaging

Photographer: Daniel Vaughn, Digital Fire

Land Surveyor: Eric Hinds, Landform Surveys
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METHODOLOGY
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2.1  Photography2.1  Photography

 A separate professional photographer who has  A separate professional photographer who has 
experience with working on verified imagery is experience with working on verified imagery is 
used to take the photography. The photographer used to take the photography. The photographer 
uses an ultra-high resolution digital SLR with fixed uses an ultra-high resolution digital SLR with fixed 
focal length lenses. Following the visualisation focal length lenses. Following the visualisation 
consultant’s guidance, the photographer will set consultant’s guidance, the photographer will set 
up the viewpoint using an initial draft photograph up the viewpoint using an initial draft photograph 
normally from a previous site visit or supplied by normally from a previous site visit or supplied by 
the design team. the design team. 

 Once the camera is located it is set on a tripod and  Once the camera is located it is set on a tripod and 
set to a height of 1600mm from ground level this set to a height of 1600mm from ground level this 
is thought to best represent human eye level. The is thought to best represent human eye level. The 
visualisation consultant will then cross check the visualisation consultant will then cross check the 
photo frame before the photography is taken. photo frame before the photography is taken. 

 The location is then marked using a survey nail  The location is then marked using a survey nail 
and marking paint with photographic records and marking paint with photographic records 
also being made.  For further information on the also being made.  For further information on the 
technical specifications please refer to Section 04.technical specifications please refer to Section 04.

 2.2  GPS Survey 2.2  GPS Survey

 An independent professional land surveyor is  An independent professional land surveyor is 
commissioned that has experience in surveying for commissioned that has experience in surveying for 
accurate visually verified photomontage work. accurate visually verified photomontage work. 

 The surveyor is issued from the visualisation  The surveyor is issued from the visualisation 
consultant a marked-up photograph for each view consultant a marked-up photograph for each view 
showing which fixed topographic points to survey showing which fixed topographic points to survey 
normally there will be 10-15 per viewpoint. These normally there will be 10-15 per viewpoint. These 
may include lighting columns, building ridge lines, may include lighting columns, building ridge lines, 
roof verges, or similar such details. The surveyor roof verges, or similar such details. The surveyor 
will also accurately survey each camera location will also accurately survey each camera location 
using the survey nail located from plans and using the survey nail located from plans and 
photographic records following the photography photographic records following the photography 
site visit.site visit.

  The final land survey information will record for The final land survey information will record for 
each point surveyed the Easting, Northing and each point surveyed the Easting, Northing and 
Height AOD relative to the Ordnance Survey grid Height AOD relative to the Ordnance Survey grid 
coordinates. The information is then issued as a coordinates. The information is then issued as a 
excel sheet, text file and 3d AutoCAD file.excel sheet, text file and 3d AutoCAD file.

2.3  Camera Match Photography2.3  Camera Match Photography

 Following the GPS survey, the visualisation  Following the GPS survey, the visualisation 
consultant will then import the survey data into 3d consultant will then import the survey data into 3d 
software. Each camera is then virtually created software. Each camera is then virtually created 
within the software using the same focal length within the software using the same focal length 
as the background photography and positioned as the background photography and positioned 
at each viewpoint location. Each viewpoint at each viewpoint location. Each viewpoint 
photograph is then set into the software as a photograph is then set into the software as a 
backplate with adjusting the virtual camera target backplate with adjusting the virtual camera target 
until the surveyed points overlay at the surveyed until the surveyed points overlay at the surveyed 
locations. Once all points are checked the virtual locations. Once all points are checked the virtual 
camera is locked in position and is classed as camera is locked in position and is classed as 
camera matched to the photograph.camera matched to the photograph.

2.4  Digital Model Creation 2.4  Digital Model Creation 

 Using the architects two dimensional drawings the  Using the architects two dimensional drawings the 
visualisation consultant will create an accurate visualisation consultant will create an accurate 
three-dimensional model of the proposed scheme three-dimensional model of the proposed scheme 
by using 3d software. In some cases, the architect by using 3d software. In some cases, the architect 
may provide a 3d model of the proposals which can may provide a 3d model of the proposals which can 
be used if compatible and checked for accuracy to be used if compatible and checked for accuracy to 
current architectural drawings.current architectural drawings.

 The model is then positioned relative to the  The model is then positioned relative to the 
proposed masterplan and at the correct easting proposed masterplan and at the correct easting 
and northing coordinates to align exactly with and northing coordinates to align exactly with 
the survey data. The building is then set to the survey data. The building is then set to 
correct AOD height and cross checked with the correct AOD height and cross checked with the 
architectural drawings.architectural drawings.

2.5  Materials and Lighting2.5  Materials and Lighting

 Once the model is created and positioned  Once the model is created and positioned 
photorealistic materials are then applied to the photorealistic materials are then applied to the 
surfaces of the model. surfaces of the model. 

 Once the model has materials applied to the  Once the model has materials applied to the 
surfaces lighting can be added to simulate how surfaces lighting can be added to simulate how 
the model would appear in reality and ultimately in the model would appear in reality and ultimately in 
each photograph. By using the metadata for each each photograph. By using the metadata for each 
photograph and using the latest 3d software the photograph and using the latest 3d software the 
suns position can be set within the 3d software suns position can be set within the 3d software 
matching the light and shadow relative to each of matching the light and shadow relative to each of 
the background photographs. the background photographs. 

 Alongside accurately portraying the sunlight the  Alongside accurately portraying the sunlight the 
software also produces ambient light, shadows software also produces ambient light, shadows 
and reflections.and reflections.

2.6  Rendering2.6  Rendering

 Using a specialised third-party render engine, the  Using a specialised third-party render engine, the 
software will then produce a computer-generated software will then produce a computer-generated 
image of the proposals taking into account the image of the proposals taking into account the 
Materials and Lighting applied to the model. The Materials and Lighting applied to the model. The 
final resolution of the rendered image is then final resolution of the rendered image is then 
matched to the resolution of the photography to matched to the resolution of the photography to 
allow the rendered image to overlay exactly in the allow the rendered image to overlay exactly in the 
correct posistion.correct posistion.

2.7  Post Production2.7  Post Production

 Finally, photoshop is used to blend together the  Finally, photoshop is used to blend together the 
rendered image and photograph. Using render rendered image and photograph. Using render 
passes from the 3d software the buildings passes from the 3d software the buildings 
materials, lighting and reflectance can be materials, lighting and reflectance can be 
adjusted. Any foreground elements that may hide adjusted. Any foreground elements that may hide 
the proposals can then be masked out. Lighting the proposals can then be masked out. Lighting 
enhancements or additional entourage can be enhancements or additional entourage can be 
added to create the final image.added to create the final image.
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TECHNICAL VISUALISATIONS
3.1 Twelve viewpoint positions were advised by the 

Local Authority.
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01 S BAR STREET
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02 LUCKY LANE
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03 UPPER WINDSOR STREET
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04 ALBERT STREET CORNER WITH MARLBOROUGH ROAD
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05 HIGH STREET / MARLBOROUGH ROAD
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08 THE PARISH CHURCH OF SAINT MARY THE VIRGIN - EAST
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6/A HIGH STREET
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EQUIPMENT AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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In order to achieve complete accuracy, we use 
ultra high resolution cameras and fixed focal 
length lenses. The sensor and lens information 
syncs with our software along with the 
geographical location and elevation. The range 
of lenses we use ensures a range of views and 
perspectives. (Kit specifics - Canon 5DSR & 
Sigma Art / Canon lenses, focal lengths ranging 
from 17mm - 200mm). See Figure 1 for example 
of camera and tripod.

4.1 PHOTOGRAPHY

                                           

                                          

                                           

                         Figure 01                 
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Landform Surveys Ltd. (LFS) were contracted 
to undertake the survey of each viewpoint as 
marked on the ground beneath the camera at the 
time the photograph was taken (and recorded by 
way of digital photograph) and all the required 
points on the relevant buildings (as marked on the 
background plate).

The survey was co-ordinated onto the Ordnance 
Survey National Grid (OSGB36) by using Global 
Positioning System (GPS) equipment and 
processing software. The Ordnance Survey 
National Grid (OSGB36) was chosen as it is the 
most widely used and because it also allows 
the captured data to be incorporated into other 
available digital products, such as Ordnance 
Survey maps. The height datum used was 
Ordnance Survey Newlyn Datum which is also 
derived using GPS.

The method employed for the GPS was using 
the Network RTK (Real Time Kinematic) as 
utilised by the Trimble VRS Now service. This 
service enables the surveyor to determine the 
coordinates of a point instantly and will achieve 
accuracies of around 10-20mm in plan and 20-
40mm in height, as outlined in the guidelines for 
using the GPS in land surveying produced by the 
Royal Institution of Chartered  Surveyors.

LFS used a base line consisting of two semi-
permanent GPS base stations for each viewpoint. 
Generally one of the baseline stations used was 
the viewpoint from which the photograph was 
taken. This has the advantage of helping the 
surveyor with the identification of the points to 
survey as the theodolite has the same field of 
view as the camera. The stations were located far 

enough apart so as to optimise the results for the 
area of operation, and were tied into the National 
GPS Network as described above.  Where this 
was not possible due to the presence of objects 
restricting the satellite signal – for instance tall 
buildings and trees – other stations were set out 
using conventional survey techniques for instance 
a traverse.

The particular points on each building as 
marked up on the background plate are surveyed 
using conventional survey techniques utilising 
electronic theodolite and reflectorless laser 
technology. The theodolite was positioned on the 
viewpoint which forms on end of the baseline as 
described and a reference angle was taken to 
the second station on the baseline. The points 
required were pre-marked on the photographs 
and were measured using reflectorless laser 
technology, which can measure a point up to 200 
metres away, with a stated of accuracy of +/- 
3mm.

The equipment used was a Trimble S5 Total 
Station – See Figure 1 and a Trimble R8 satellite 
receiver – see Figure 2. The survey data was 
processed using specialised survey software 
(LSS) and the resulting positions were output to 
Autocad.

4.2 GPS SURVEY

                                           

                         Figure 01                 

                       Figure 02             
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Once the accurate 3d model of the proposals 
is built we can begin the process of applying 
materials to the surfaces. The design team will 
provide references of the proposed materials 
(Brick, Glass, Metal etc). We have a vast library of 
high-resolution images of real-world materials 
we can use to create the bespoke textures for 
each project. See Figure 1 for material library 
examples.

In order to create accurate lighting, we can use 
a Daylight System within the software which by 
specifying a geographic location date and time 
will set the virtual sun at the correct Azimuth 
and Altitude. Another method we use to simulate 
environmental lighting is by using High Dynamic 
Range images (HDR) files See Figure 2 for an 
example. 

Once the Lighting is complete, we can then input 
the metadata from the background Photograph 
into our virtual camera which mimics a real-world 
camera in terms of the f-stop, iso, etc. See Figure 
3 for further details.

When the model is ready to be rendered, we have 
high powered PC’s and a render farm capable of 
producing high resolution rendered images in 
very short time frames. 

4.3 IMAGE PRODUCTION

                                           
Figure 03

                                           
Figure 01

                        Figure 02                   
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